“What will we do today?”
“Kill a mouse. What else?”
“Kill a mouse? Do we have to?”
“Yes.”
“Meeow! Well, if you insist.”
“I insist.”
“Come on. Shake a leg! Let's tell the others.”
“Hey, everybody!”

“What's up?”

“Time to kill a mouse!”

“Kill a mouse? Why? Do we have to?”

“Yes. Definitely.”

“But –”

“But me no butts! Mouse-killing time!”
“Are those mouses?”

“What is wrong with you? Those are leaves! And they're dead already! We need to kill a mouse. A live mouse! And by the way, it's mice – not mouses.”

“Meeow! A live mouse? You're kidding me! Kill a live mouse? I don't know about that. No, that doesn't sound like a very good idea to me!”
“It's getting late. Seen any mouses? I mean *mice!*”

“Nope! Not a living mouse.”

“Let's go home so.”

“That's the best idea you've had all day!”
“Nothing like a good book and a nice long sleep! Good night! Sleep tight!”

“Good night! And sweet dreams to all the mice as well.”

“Oh, the mouses? Yeah, nighty-night little mouses!”
Conversations Among Cats

– THE END–
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